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Uncertainty analysis is a critical subject for many environmental studies. We have previously
combined statistical learning and Information Theory in a geostatistical framework for overcoming
parameterization with functions and uncertainty trade-offs present in many traditional
interpolators (Thiesen et al. 2020). The so-called Histogram via entropy reduction (HER) relaxes
normality assumptions, avoiding the risk of adding information not available in the data. The
authors showed that, by construction, the method provides a proper framework for uncertainty
estimation which accounts for both spatial configuration and data values, while allowing one to
introduce or infer properties of the field through the aggregation method. In this study, we
explore HER method in the light of uncertainty analysis. In general, uncertainty at any particular
unsampled location (local uncertainty) is frequently assessed by nonlinear interpolators such as
indicator and multi-gaussian kriging. HER has shown to be a unique approach for dealing with
uncertainty estimation in a fine resolution without the need of modeling multiple indicator
semivariograms, order-relation violations, interpolation/extrapolation of conditional cumulative
distribution functions, or stronger hypotheses of data distribution. In this work, this
nonparametric geostatistical framework is adapted to address local and spatial uncertainty in the
context of risk mapping. We investigate HER for handling estimations of threshold-exceeding
probabilities to map the risk of soil contamination by lead in the well-known dataset of the region
of Swiss Jura. Finally, HER method is extended to assess spatial uncertainty (uncertainty when
several locations are considered together) through sequential simulation. Its results are compared
to indicator kriging and benchmark models available in the literature generated for this particular
dataset.
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